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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces the characteristics of maps in different periods, regions, nations and thoughts, works and
contributions of the representatives of Chinese and Western cartographers at different stages of the developing
cartographic history. In comparison of the differences in cartographic representation, aesthetics ideas, the function and
effect of Chinese and Western culture upon mapmaking is revealed. This explained that when we are studying the
thoughts of Western cartography, its representation form and the advanced technology, we should, in the same time,
absorb the essence of Chinese traditional culture, accept Chinese national cartographic characteristics, produce master
works of Chinese cultural style, and make better contributions to the development of world cartography.
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When we are attending the international map exhibition, we can get such an impression, that the difference between the
styles of Chinese and Western maps is quite clear on the whole, and the visual contrast formed by the difference is
strong and pretty attractive, This situation interested us and causes us to find out the secret. However, the extrinsic
analysis cannot fulfill our demand. We should work out the comparison of the maps at the historical and cultural height.

1. THE CHINESE AND WESTERN MAPS IN THE PRIMITIVE STAGE

Map is a record of the cognition of the nature and environmental space made by mankind. And it is also an effective
tool for recognition and reform of the nature and other activities being carried out by mankind. There are three great
inventions in information propagation contributed by mankind, namely: language, music and map. Among them map is
the oldest one. 4200 years ago, in the time of Great Yu, there was a map called Wu Zhuang Shan Jing (an Atlas of
mountains and seas). Though the original map was vanished a long time ago,we can still deduce its contents from some
physical and social geographical literary works. They could be maps drawn on stones, pottery pieces, animal skin or
silk. In the Xia dynasty, Nine Dings (a kind of cooking vessels with three or four legs) were casted with mountains and
rivers, trees and weeds, and even animal figures living in Jiu Zhou (another name for ancient China) on their surface.
People of the later time called them as Map of Jiu Zhou and according to the famous historical master works, Zuo
Chuan, (a great historical record written by Zuo) the contents and effect of these Dings can be found that they were
existing during the period of Warring States. But they were at last lost in the war between Qin and Zhou. However,
another work derived from the Nine Dings, called Shan Hai Jing (Book of mountains and seas), existed for some time.
But finally, the literary explanation existed while the maps were vanished, too. In the West, the oldest map was a pottery
map found in Babylon which has a long history more than 4500 years. It is a map something like China's primitive map
of ancient style stated in Shan Hai Jing in China. So, we can say that the primitive maps in China and the West are
nearly the same style.

2. THE DIFFERENCE OF ANCIENT MAPS BETWEEN CHINA AND THE WEST

According to the believable material, in earlier time topographical map in China was comparatively mature one among
others. And it kept a higher level than that in the West. During the winter 1973 to spring 1974, three silk maps were
unearthed from the 3rd tomb of Han dynasty at Ma Wang Dui in Changsha, Hunan province. There is a topographical
map, a military map and a city map. These maps reflected the development of China's cartographic science and her high
level of surveying technique. The contents of these maps were rather perfect, the concept of map scale was clear, the
symbols were pretty good. An orthogonal viewpoint was set well. (i.e, a view made perpendicular to the earth surface).
From the mapping science, technique and artistic viewpoint we can find that there was a long traditional expression
shown in drawing these maps.

A comparatively typical character of China's map in earlier time is the application of square net. Each map defined the
side length of square which is decided according to the actual distance.
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This is in some extent a description of scale. It is easy to calculate the distance between two points by using
mathematical law that has been invented by Chinese mathematician in ancient times. And such squire nets are very
useful for compilation new map at another scale.

It is worth to introduce an ancient cartographer Pei Xue (224-271 A.C.) who was honored as the Father of China's
cartography. When he was leading the compilation of Yu Gong Di Yu Tu( it did not exist up to now), in his works he put
out six principles that mapmakers should follow. They are scale, direction, distance, height, deformation and zigzag.
Since then, some cartographers compiled some new maps under these principles. Among them two grand atlases, Hai
Nei Hua Yi Tu worked out by Jia Dan (730-805,A.C.) and Geographical Atlas by Zhu Siben (1504-1564 A. C.) were
the most famous ones. It's a pity that they did not exist, either. However, in Ming dynasty, Luo Hongxian (1504-1564 A.
C.) made some revision and addition to Zhu siben's atlas and recompiled it and called Grand Geographical Atlas. At
that time, in certain important aspects of China's cartography were more advanced than that of the West. In earlier time
China used the compass, and Chinese people invented paper-making technology in the 2nd century, while in the West
paper are applied up to about 1000 B.C. In China, printed maps came out in about 1155 A. C. and it was 300 years
earlier than the West.

In ancient time the aims of mapmaking in China and the West are obviously different. In China the need for maps in
society is traditonally practical. So most of the maps compiled at that time did not have the names of the cartographer,
drawer or engraver, nor have the publication date attached. Before the 20th century, the ancient maps compiled by
Western scholars, in addition to those for application, many of them are made for private archive. On such maps, not
only the name of the personage accepting this work, but also the names of mapmaker, engraver and even the publisher's
brand should be noted as well. And also the date of printing was attached. Because in the West, map making and
printing often enjoy some reputation with the cartographic family. In certain degree, it seems that the meaning of the
map itself is not so important, people look at the cartographic works produced by a famous cartographic family you
have and thus maps become capital that is a symbol for those noble personages to show and to raise their status.

The bearing is another difference between ancient maps of China and the West. In the West, In ancient time, maps
drawn have a relatively definite direction, while in China the map orientation was variable. No matter in which
dynasties( Han and Tang or Song and Yuan dynasties), no matter whither on officially compiled maps or maps made by
private companies, the map directions were not fixed. The map orientations, we know, do clearly reflect the cultural
concept, the expression style used for geographical elements on various maps, the direction of perspective,
generalization of loading quantity. etc. That is to say, they represent the sci-tech level of that time, and also reflect the
thinking and world view then. Through analysis made for different thematic maps, we can understand how people of
that time understood their geographical space and how they express it by using symbols, and let other people know the
environment. The different orientations on China's maps used by Chinese cartographers are from the aim of practical
usage. For example, the traditional coastal charts usually have two view points, and do not use the geographical
coordinates used in modern cartography.

The unification style on primitive maps of China and the West and the change in different direction during the
development process tell us that maps have their regional style characteristics and in essence it is an inevitable result of
different background of the cultural differences.

3. COMPARISON OF CARTOGRAPHICAL CULTURES BETWEEN CHINA AND THE WEST

The differences between the maps of China and the West affected by cultural aspect can be found in the following areas:

3.1 Philosophy
The traditional China's philosophical thinking systems are broad and plentiful. They deeply affect the development of
China's cartography. The traditional thinking in China can mainly be divided into Confuciunism, Taoism, Mohism and
Legalism. Just as the Confuciunism and Taoism did the biggest effect to China's traditional culture, they too made the
biggest effect to the development of China's cartography. These two kinds of philosophical thinking decided the
development mode and direction of cartography. The concrete viewpoints are "The coincidence of the heaven with the
mankind" and "The round heaven and the square earth". As to the latter, in ancient China our forefathers did put out
another cognition, i. e., "The round heaven and the round earth", that means, such an advanced viewpoint existed not
only in the West in ancient time. Therefore, we can find that both sayings existed in ancient China.

Most of ancient maps were the products of unification of records of practical investigation and transmitted information.
Especially there existed certain mental elements for things in foreign countries and remote regions. Such mental
elements would gradually become fewer and fewer. and this phenomenon can be proved from the maps produced in
different historical periods both in China and the West.



3.2 Art
The develpoment history of China's ancient maps can be said that there existed two characters: The one is more
attention paid on literary description, i. e., map explanation, and the other is deeper effect of artistic creation and less
connection with surveying technique which has already got a pretty high achievement at that time (Mr. Han
zhongming). Looking from the situation of historical development, the application of the famous mapping method
"Drawing map by using square net" (Ji li hua fang) was still very little. Up to Ming and Qing dynasties the maps were
mainly drawn by images and figures and could not deviate from artistic drawing. On the Western maps though people
also paid much attention on artistic decoration, the connection with surveying technique was emphasized, too.

No matter in what time, ancient or modern, there exists much difference in artistic style between Chinese and Western
maps. In selection of colours, Western mapmakers love the cold, medium as well as combined colours, while the
Chinese mapmakers appreciate more warm colour, they often select colours of higher purity. The famous Swiss
cartographer E. Imhof praised highly the effect of art in mapmaking and its expression in drawing landform on
topographical maps. In China, more attentions are paid to scientific and practical properties in making topo-maps. In
fact, it should be pointed out that in cartography the unification of art and science cannot be separated. Cartographers
should go on along the direction of the connection of art and science and create an area of harmony, simplicity and
combination.

3.3 Religion
In the West, religion has made a great effect on cartographic culture. In the Middle Ages religion occupied a control
state. Either science and technique or cultural communication were placed in confinement. The West world fell into an
uncivilized era. The maps of that time was called "T-O map". Fabricated places were often shown on such maps.The
conception of spherical figure of the earth was rejected. Maps were no more a representation form of geographical
knowledge, but some illustration in the theological works. There was neither gitternets nor scales.They lost both
scientific and practical value. Therefore, it was really a big retrogression in the West cartographic history. In China, the
situation was just on the contrary. It was in the time of Tang and Song dynasties. China's economy was prosperous and
the nation was powerful, its science and technology and culture were comparatively advanced. So China's maps of that
time were much better than that of the West in the Middle Ages.

Religion has never made any controlling effect on China's culture. Ancient China's culture based on Science and
people's basic needs. Compared with the West, China's religion didn't do any deeper effect on cartographic culture.

3.4 Science and technology
China's ancient civilization is outstanding. According to the statistics of world big events of natural science, in the time
of Song and Yuan dynasties (1001 to 1500 A.C) China's major comtribution items occupied 58% of the total. The
famous book "History of science and technology of China" says "China's ancient inventions and discoveries surpass
those of Europe's at that time. It is not difficult to be proved....". It is just these comtributions which cause China keep
prosperous so long in a thousand years. This is because Chinese culture let the nature unite with mankind, so it can be
prolonged and developed to present days.

However, modern science is mainly carried forward by the West. After the 15th century, capitalism sprouted in the
feudal society in the West countries. The history entered into the era of Rennaissance, the Industrial Revolution and the
Great Geographical Discovery. The recognition of the world by mankind is broader and deeper. Along with the
development of captalism, the demands from navigation, military services and engineering constructions for more
precise and more detailed maps at large scales have been putting out urgently. Since then the maps produced in the West
are much more better than ours either from the presentation area, contents or precision concernd. Up to the 17th century,
China's maps were affected by the West. Especially the west surveying and mapping technique and geographical
knowledge got from the Great Geographical Discovery introduced by West priests have been reflected on China's maps.
And thus the different typical styles of mapmaking between China and the West have been vanishing gradually.

The interchange and combination of cartography of China and the West caused the mapmaking technique showing no
difference.

4. CONCLUSION

From the whole development process of cartographic history, it can be said it is a reflect of the history of culture. The
civilization impact of modern cultural trend, the worldwide cultural communication is more and more stronger. China's
old cultural structure is dissolving and reconstructing rapidly. The opened cultural concept and thinking model bring
about a splendid world view. The free and loose atmosphere creates large possibilities of reformation of China's culture.
The modern cultural thinkings are of various directions and levels.The cultural structure itself is also a three
dimensional one. China's cartographical culture has to get its own bright and prosperous perspective.



Through comparison to find the differences and identities of the maps of China and the West, this process would
promote mutual understanding and unification. Chinese and Western readers cannot only know the characteristics of the
maps of the other side but also the cartographical style of own nation's map from a new view point.

The aim of the comparison of maps of different style is as follows: 1, mutural learning and appreciation; 2, scientifically
developing the difference. Thus we can create maps of more different style and enrich the representation form.
However, we should not give off our own conception and our nation's aesthetic consciousness..We know that there is
not any possibility to make maps in a world unified form, because maps are not products of pure science and
technology. It is a more cultural conception. The originality, continuity, region and nation's character of culture and art
would never lose its value due to the development of technology.

China's 5000 year long history and its broad and deep cultural attraction would exist forever. Along with the learning of
the cartographical thinking, expression form style and advanced technology, we should absorb the essence of our
nation's traditional culture, create grand cartographic works of Chinese cultural style, carry on China's map
characteristics and make bigger contribution to the development of world cartography.
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